
HH6SQ-LED INSTRUCTIONS
High Lumen Square LED Downlight

                SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
                 1. Do not use outdoors.  2. Equipment should be mounted securely in locations and at heights where it will not be readily subjected 
                  to tampering by unauthorized personnel. 3. Do not mount near gas or electric heaters. 4. Cap unused wires with enclosed wire nuts 
                  or other approved method. 5. Do not use this equipment for anything other than its intended use. 6. The use of accessory 
equipment not recommended by the manufacturer will void product listing and warranty and may cause an unsafe condition.  7. Use caution 
when servicing batteries.  8. Any service on this equipment should be performed by qualified personnel only.  9. Make sure wire terminations 
are secure and leads are properly tucked in appropriate wire channels. CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN BEFORE INSTALLING

1.

Mount the Universal Bar Hanger into the t-bar or stud. Secure the 
universal bar hanger into the studs by nailing each end. For t-bar 
ceiling, secure universal bar hangers by means of wire ties. Use
seismic wire.

Adjust the universal bar hangers to the space distance between studs 
or t-bars by releasing clamping latch arms.

2.
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Caution: 
Disconnect AC power before servicing and installation.
All electrical connections must be in accordance with
NEC/CEC or your local code.
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3.

Done.

Adjust vertical height only if is needed

7.

Squeeze the torsion springs into the brackets and push up the trim.
6.
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4.
Remove knockout on junction box to feed power supply to fixture.
Junction box is pre-wired and requires only the connection of the 
supply wires as follows.
   -Splice incoming line voltage lead to Black lead.
   -Splice incoming common lead to White lead.
   -Splice incoming ground lead to green fixture Ground lead.
   -Wire nut all open splices and replace J-Box cover.

Do the rough-in hole using a router or any necessary tool.
5.

VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT
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